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Abstract. Designers use two types of fictions to prototype the future:
Design Fiction, addressing the long-term future, and design scenarios,
addressing the more immediate. Design-Fiction writers ground their work
in sophisticated story worlds, where every element is contextually con-
sistent with every other. This paper describes a related model of ground-
ing for design scenarios: building scenarios the way life is lived. In this
model, every scenario character becomes grounded within their subjec-
tive point of view, their own thoughts and perceptions, accessible only
to themselves (and the author). Events occur in chronological order.
Scenario authors generate contextual consistency using their inherent
human capacity for narrative sense-making. Scenario building would be
more turn-based tabletop simulation than writing. We have developed
this model into the Contextual Scenario Toolkit (CSTK) system. A val-
idation study demonstrates the CSTK’s ability to increase attention to
character’s subjective worlds, to prevent loss of peripheral characters,
and to reduce certain kinds of bias.

Keywords: Scenarios · Scenario-based design · Design fiction · Narra-
tive · Narrative theory · Subjectivity · Contextual-scenario platform

1 Introduction

In design, two types of fictions are used as prototypes of the future: Design
Fictions for the long-term future and design scenarios for the more immediate.
Design Fictions are carefully constructed narratives, often written more like
science fiction than scenarios [1], in which some design idea is addressed as a
“diegetic prototype”. A diegetic prototype occurs within a narrative that remains
truthful to its own story world (its diegesis); it is “situated by proxy” [9, p. 7].

Our ability to tell whether a story is true to itself is a powerful feature of our
minds—but one so fundamental it is often also invisible: narrative as a means
to make sense of the world [3]. This form is so familiar and ubiquitous “. . . that
it is likely to be overlooked, in much the same way as we suppose that the fish
will be the last to discover water” [3, p. 4]. When we see intentional behavior,
or behavior we perceive to be intentional, we try to understand it by organizing
it into a kind of story [16]. As with design fictions, truthfulness for narrative as
sense-making may be judged by verisimilitude [3], whether it “feels” real.
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1.1 Sense-Making with Narrative—Fictions and Scenarios

The differences between Design Fiction and design scenarios echo the differences
between uses of “Narrative”. Unlike Design Fictions, according to Blythe [2,
p. 4], “most design scenarios are written in the present tense” and “. . . scenarios
do not end, rather, they stop, they are not resolved”. These two features could
also describe lived experience. Life occurs in present tense. While it has an
obvious beginning, life is awash in simultaneous middles, resolutions, and new
beginnings. And, like design scenarios, at some point life just stops.

1.2 Situatedness at Multiple Levels

If design scenarios echo the patterns of life, why are they so rarely life-like?
Scenario writers rarely give full attention to all the levels at which life is situated.
Our lived experience can be considered situated at three levels. Most broadly, it is
situated in the world of societies, of governments, of social groups, societal change
and geographic boundaries—a special focus of Design Fiction. More narrowly,
circumstances situate each person: where they are, who they are with, what they
are doing and so on—a world of mostly outside cause and outside effect. Design
scenarios often live at this level.

At the third and deepest level, each individual conscious being is situated
in their own personal universe. This universe is both subjective and embodied
[13]. It is inescapably bound to a point of view [4]. It operates at the pace of
human events [3]. It is, phenomenologically, entirely owned by the individual
and inaccessible to those outside [13]. It is the realm of skilled crafters of fiction
[1] and of Method actors [6,10]. It is life told in first-person.

1.3 Better Scenarios Through Better Situatedness

What could be gained by building scenarios situated in the manner that life is
lived? A scenario author could be restricted to the same knowledge and situa-
tional limitations as the scenario characters themselves. Such restrictions may
force more serious attention to the lived world of their characters.

A second benefit relates to the growing adoption of “Third Paradigm”
approaches [8] for design. Such approaches have increased the tools available
working with situated experience. Methods like Design Ethnography, Partici-
patory Design and Cultural Probes generate findings at the circumstance and
subjectivity levels. However, it has been difficult to integrate findings from these
situated methods into design [5]. A focus on situatedness within scenarios could
provide hooks to link situated findings with the work of design.

Scenario Challenges. As basic as our ability to understand narrative is, it is
difficult to write coherent design stories without methodological support [11]. A
fantasized scenario can have the same influence as one that is rigorously built
[12]. It is all too easy to tweak the world of the story to promote any feature
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[6], or to make bad ideas appear to work [18]. Rigor in construction would keep
scenarios sturdy, rather than malleable.

Rigorous attention to characters’ point-of-view worlds would limit the cre-
ation of thin characters, such as stereotypes [18], or fantasy users, whose needs
perfectly match a product offering [12]. Indirect Stakeholders, not directly
affected by the object of interest, can become so thin that they disappear [14].

Lastly, authors can fall into habits of bias. One of the most common of
biases is that towards the happy design ending—where the technology is used
as designed and the users are depicted in a positive light [14]. Such biases can
mislead when working with situations with high emotions or major risks.

Personas are an existing approach to situating characters in their worlds at
multiple levels. They are hypothetical archetypes of actual users [7], built from a
rigorous linkage to original research. Given their potential to situate characters,
we have incorporated researched-based personas into our testing protocol.

1.4 Criteria for a System

This research proposes a design-scenario-support tool for building scenarios with
profoundly-situated characters. Scenarios would be not so much written as con-
structed, so that the builder’s view of the world becomes limited to that of the
scenario’s characters. Such a tool should:

– create moments in character-perceived order of occurrence;
– force scenario builders to attend to each character’s point-of-view during every

moment;
– insulate each character’s subjective world from that of every other;
– provide character detail beyond that within the scenario text;
– and provide hooks to integrate findings from situated research methods.

2 The Contextual-Scenario Toolkit (CSTK)

For this study, we developed a working prototype of a system to fulfill these
criteria—the Contextual–Scenario Toolkit (CSTK). This extends the prior work
of Swanson et. al. on the Contextual-Scenario Platform [19–21].

2.1 Mechanisms of the Contextual-Scenario Toolkit

The CSTK employs three Point-of-View (PoV) mechanisms to meet these crite-
ria: PoV Encoding, PoVForcing, and Dynamic PoV Recall. All three mechanisms
share a semantic structure: the Situational Index.
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PoV Encoding with the CSTK. In linking findings from situated research
to Characters within Scenarios,1 the CSTK must overcome a clash in levels
of abstraction. Empirical findings are generalized, but Scenarios are specific. A
research finding would not refer to Neurosurgeon Donna, but rather to the class
“Neurosurgeon”, while the Scenario would refer to the specific person Donna.

The Situational Index addresses this clash. A Situational Index specifies a sit-
uation from an individual’s point of view. For findings, the individual is hypothet-
ical; for Scenarios, the individual is specific. For a Character, a Situational Index
enumerates circumstances for this specific Character in this specific moment of
this specific Scenario. For research findings, a Situational Index specifies only
those features needed for the finding to apply for to-be-determined individuals,
in to-be-determined moments of to-be-determined scenarios.

Each Situational Index is an unordered list of situational features—its Situa-
tion Components (SiC). A SiC specifies a relationship between an individual and
some element of a situation. This empirical finding will serve to demonstrate:
When a Physician is working with an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) while
interacting with a patient, the EMR may lure the Physician’s attention away
from the patient [15,17].

First, those entities that must be present for the finding to apply are iden-
tified. These are Situation Elements (Table 1, middle). They are always nouns
(‘stethoscope’), but not always tangible (‘state of sleep deprivation’).

Table 1. Elements of a subjective finding

Situational Index (aggregated Situation Components)

Person-Element Relation Situation Element Subjective Attribute

is embodying Med Provider: Physician . . . may direct attention
towards the EMR and
away from the patient.

is operating Electronic Medical Record

is interacting with Patient

However, a Situation Element embodies no point of view. To complete the
Situation Component, each Situation Element must bear some relationship to
the to-be-determined individual. In the example, the finding describes a feature
of the physician’s experience, so the point of view must be a physician’s. Person–
Element Relations (PERs) specify such points of view. A PER is a relationship
between an individual and a situation element (‘〈 is operating 〉’ [object], ‘〈 is
embodying 〉’ [individual role]) Table 1, left).

Aggregating multiple SiCs generates increasing precision: ‘〈 is embodying 〉
Med Provider: Physician’ plus ‘〈 is operating 〉 Electronic Medical Record’ plus
‘〈 is interacting with 〉 Patient.’ This aggregation becomes the Situational Index.
1 Because ‘Scenario’ and ‘Character’ are both data types within the CSTK, both terms

will be capitalized where discussed in reference to the software, and uncapitalized in
non-specific references.
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To complete this encoding of the Subjective Finding, the Situational Index is
associated with the research finding’s point-of-view-related content. This content
is the finding’s Subjective Attribute—its specific change in, or establishment of,
human actors’ thinking, feeling, perception, or inclination towards action.

PoV Forcing with the CSTK. The CSTK forces builders to attend to point
of view through the mechanism of cycles-within-a-cycle. This makes building a
Scenario using the CSTK more a turn-based tabletop simulation than an act of
writing. Each Scenario Moment is a “turn”, and, within each turn, each Scenario
Character twice has the builder’s sole attention. After the opening moment,
each turn has three cycles. Most broad is the Moment-to-Moment cycle, which
encompasses the other two cycles: one addressing Characters’ Thoughts; the
other, their Situational Indexes.

Fig. 1. CSTK Scenario-Building Flow Chart, Showing the Three Cycles: (1) Moment-
to-Moment Events (2) Character-by-Character Thoughts and (3) Character-by-
Character Situational Indexes.

In the CSTK, the three cycles (Fig. 1, ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’) occur over four stages:

1. Write text for the Scenario’s current Moment, based on each Character’s
Thoughts and CSTK-built attribute lists (start of Cycle 1).

2. Specify the Thoughts Character A would have during the event (if any).
Repeat for Character B, then C, and so on (Cycle 2).

3. Modify Character A’s Situational Index based on any changes generated by
the event in stage 1. Repeat for Character B, then C, and so on (Cycle 3).

4. Move on to the next Moment (begin new round of Cycle 1).

The first step is the writing of an Episodic Moment in the ‘What Happened’
tab (‘1’ in Figs. 1 and 2). Each Episodic Moment contains only one change mean-
ingful in the Characters’ worlds, though it may contain many sentences. Such
changes could include action, shifts in mood, and Characters’ entrances or exits.
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Fig. 2. What Happened (1) and Thoughts (2) tabs, and both Relationship sub-tabs (3).
Note: interfaces simplified for legibility. In the CSTK interface, the “Remove” sub-tab
is spacious enough to display a Character’s entire set of Situation Components.

The Episodic Moment text remains visible as the last entry in the CSTK inter-
face’s ‘Episodic Moments’ column (Fig. 3, right).

Clicking Next brings up the Thoughts tab (Fig. 2, “2”), with the CSTK start-
ing the ‘Thoughts’ Sub-cycle by selecting the topmost Character of the Character
List. The ‘Thoughts’ tab includes the most recent items from the selected Char-
acter’s train of thought, forcing the builder to attend to the Character’s evolving
inner world. Clicking Next advances one Character per click, until no untouched
Characters remain.

With no untouched Characters left, clicking Next advances to the ‘Relation-
ships’ tab (Fig. 2, bottom left and right). As with ‘Thoughts’, the CSTK starts
the ‘Situational Index’ Sub-cycle by selecting the topmost Character. Here, the
Scenario builder adds new (Fig. 2, bottom left) or removes existing (Fig. 2, bot-
tom right) Situation Components until the Situational Index once again fully
describes the Character’s situation. This Sub-cycle forces builders to attend to
Character’s PoV worlds a second time. Again, clicking Next advances one Char-
acter per click, until no untouched Characters remain.

One last click of Next begins a new round of the Moment-to-Moment Cycle.
In the split-second before the new Episodic Moment appears, the CSTK hooks
empirical findings to Characters through the work of Dynamic PoV Recall.
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Fig. 3. The Character Attributes and Episodic Moments columns. Note: Cropped to
conserve space; attributes for Greg and Ruth would appear in the full-scale interface

Dynamic PoV Recall. As the builder creates a Scenario, the CSTK generates
a list of Subjective Attributes specific to each Character in each moment of time
(Fig. 3, left). This is how it instantiates Dynamic PoV Recall; as the builder
builds Episodic Moments, the CSTK identifies and associates relevant findings.

To link Subjective Findings with Characters during an Episodic Moment, the
CSTK compares each Character’s Situational Index to that of each Subjective
Finding. The actual matching algorithm is fairly simple: If a Subjective Find-
ing’s entire Situational Index is a subset of this Character’s Situational Index
during this Episodic Moment, this Finding will apply to this Character in the
next Episodic Moment.

Table 2, below, illustrates how the CSTK matches Subjective Findings to
Characters. On the left is a Subjective Finding with its entire Situational Index:
three Situation Components. On the right is Dr. Wilson’s Situational Index
corresponding to Episodic Moment in the example Scenario (T1 in Fig. 3),
which includes Situation Components carried over from prior moments. Here,
the CSTK has matched every Situation Component from the Subjective Find-
ing with a corresponding one from Dr. Wilson’s Situational Index. Thus, the
CSTK determined that this Finding will apply to Dr. Wilson at the start of
the next Scenario Moment, T2. It adds the Subjective Attribute text from the
Finding to Dr. Wilson’s portion of the list of Subjective Attributes (Fig. 3, left).

3 The Study

Our validation study using the CSTK tested three hypotheses: (1) The CSTK
functions as designed, increasing consistency of attention to PoV experience. (2)
The CSTK counters design-scenario weaknesses by improving the consideration
of non-central characters. (3) The CSTK counters design-scenario weaknesses by
reducing bias in scenario-creation.

3.1 Study Design

This study used a mixed within- and across-subjects design. For within-subject
validity, every participant created two scenarios. For the control “Traditional”
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Table 2. Applying a subjective finding to a character in an episodic moment

Subjective Finding Scenario Episodic Moment

. . .may direct attention towards the
EMR and away from the patient.

Already rushed for time, Dr. Wilson
scans over the EMR data screen while
asking Greg, “So what brings you here?”

. . . prior Situation Components. . .

is embodying Med Provider: Physician = is embodying Med Provider: Physician

embodies w/out effort Time pressure

is operating Electronic Medical Record = is operating Electronic Medical Record

is interacting with Patient = is interacting with Patient

test, each participant created a scenario using their preferred scenario-building
technique. For the experimental “CSTK” test, participants created a Scenario
entirely within the CSTK. Both tests were set up identically, with one exception.
For the CSTK test, encoded into the CSTK were a set of findings from prior
empirical research and a set of features for each persona (which duplicated con-
tent of the persona narrative booklets available for all tests). For the control test,
the empirical findings were written as natural-language sentences and organized
into paper-based tables.

Several items were present for both test conditions: (1) One of two scenario
set-ups, consisting of the scenario’s opening sentences; (2) persona booklets for
each character within the scenario; (3) a master instruction sheet, describing
the design-practice situation they were to emulate (writing a realistic scenario
to understand how a new tool might work in practice); (4) an illustration of the
new tool (an Electronic Medical Record display on highly-flexible iPad mount, to
be used in a Physician’s exam room); and (5) a Use Case specifying interactions
for successful use of the system.

The personas were derived from empirical primary or secondary research.
Three characters, Greg, Ruth and Karen, were drawn from primary research
which used Design Ethnography and other situated methods. The fourth char-
acter, Dr. Wilson, was drawn from secondary research.

For the CSTK and Traditional tests, participants built scenarios starting
from two different set-ups: Alpha and Beta. Both describe the start of a medical
visit, in a situation with potential for strong emotional experiences.

Study Procedure. Every session started with a brief presentation exploring
subjective experience in relation to design, to counteract the CSTK’s structural
emphasis on subjectivity.

Half of the participants began by creating a Traditional scenario; the rest,
a CSTK Scenario. Likewise, half started with Alpha, the rest, Beta. This com-
bination produced four patterns: Traditional–Alpha followed by CSTK–Beta;
CSTK–Alpha then Traditional–Beta; Traditional–Beta then CSTK–alpha, and
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CSTK–Beta then Traditional–Alpha. Eight participants were recruited to ensure
coverage of all combinations twice. Participants were drawn from the student
population of a Midwestern graduate school of design. They were recruited to
two cohorts: a low-experience cohort, with three or fewer years of professional
design experience (n = 4), and a high-experience cohort, with six or more years
of experience (n = 4).

Immediately prior to working with the CSTK, participants stepped through
a 10- to 15-min tutorial using the CSTK. Upon completion of each scenario,
participants filled out a set of Likert scales, then reviewed their scenario with
the proctor. The session ended with a semi-structured interview, focused on the
participant’s comparative experiences with the two scenarios.

3.2 Results

To enable cross-scenario comparison, each participant-generated scenario was
divided into “narrative events”. A narrative event is a change meaningful to a
scenario’s characters, and could be one or more sentences. This averaged to more
than one narrative event per Traditional paragraph or CSTK Episodic Moment.

Table 3. Frequency-of-Occurrence Tables. Left: Narrative Events with Point-of-View
content (‘P’) vs. without (‘.’). Right: Narrative Events with Ruth (‘R’) vs. without (‘.’)

Traditional Method CSTK Traditional Method

.P...P.P...P..P.P..P.PP p1 PP..PPP.PPP.PP.P. p1 .R.RR..........RR.RRRR

.PP...PP..P.P. p2 PP.PPPPPP..P p4 .RR..R.......R

.P...P............P.. p3 PPP..PP p5 .RR...........

.PP..PP.PP.P.PP p4 .PPPP.PPPPP p8 .RR.R...R.

..P.PP..PPP.PP p5 PPPP.P

......PPP.P.P..PP p6 .PPPP.P.PP.... CSTK
.PPP.PP.. p8 PP..PPPP.P.P p2 RR...R..RR..R

................ p9 PPP.PP..P. p3 R.R.R.R

p6 .RRR.RRR...R.

p9 .RR.R...R

Did Scenario Builders Consistently Attend to PoV Experience? For
this, narrative events counted only when a feature was mentioned exclusively
from a character’s internal point-of-view, such as scenario-text descriptions of
emotional states, thought bubbles, CSTK Thoughts, and CSTK Situation Com-
ponents describing internal features.

Test results strongly supported this hypothesis. With the CSTK, Narrative
Moments more frequently contained subjective content (69.1%) than did those
of Traditional scenarios (38.8%, two sample t-test, p<0.01). All CSTK Scenarios
had subjective content in >50% of narrative moments (Table 3, left).
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Did Builders Give Greater Consideration to Non-Central Characters?
Scenario Set-Up Alpha had been written to include an indirect stakeholder, Ruth.
Ruth, the fiancé of Dr. Wilson’s patient, Greg, is neither the tool’s direct operator
(Dr. Wilson), nor its subject of use (Greg). To quantify the degree of Ruth’s
consideration by scenario builders, we measured the relative frequency of her
appearances in narrative moments, whether within the scenario text or through
changes to her state of mind.

Test results support this hypothesis. Narrative moments in CSTK Scenarios
mentioned Ruth more frequently (49.3%, two sample t-test, p<0.05) than Tra-
ditional ones (30.5%). Additionally, mentions of Ruth in Traditional scenarios
were uneven, clustering towards the start or end (Table 3, subtables on right),
while Ruth’s mentions in CSTK Scenarios show greater consistency throughout.

Did Scenario Builders Show a Reduction in Bias? Scenario Set-Up was
written to include an emotional situation with a likely negative outcome. In Beta,
Karen, both a mother and a caregiver to her disabled husband, visits Dr. Wilson
with symptoms of probable skin cancer. Scenarios displaying a positive-outcome
bias would conclude with a happy or neutral ending. Scenarios not displaying

Table 4. Karen end-states (‘PR’: Problem Resolved; ‘AAR’: Anxious, Awaiting
Results; ‘CI’: Confused and Irritated)

Traditional

End Scenario-end text

p2 PR She feels relieved at having come to the doctor and found that nothing
major was wrong.

p3 AAR She anxiously waits for results, dismissing [the Doctor’s] preachiness.
(Searches online for support groups).

p6 CI [storyboard image] Doctor documenting notes. [Dr. Speech bubble] “Any
questions?” [Storyboard Image] [Karen thought bubble] “. . . ”

p9 PR [Doctor] comforts her that it is not a major problem.

CSTK

End Scenario-end text

p1 AAR Karen: “A biopsy just makes it seem so real. . . . I don’t want to be here.”

p4 AAR Karen is feeling completely overwhelmed by her diagnosis and is not sure
she understands what Dr. Wilson just told her, feels exceptionally
stressed out and wants to leave.

p5 AAR Karen 〈 is experiencing 〉 anxiety. Karen: “Hopefully I don’t have that
much to worry about that will take time away from my life.”

p8 AAR He tries to convince Karen to keep positive until the results come out and
explains that he cannot be sure of the likelihood of cancer. Though
he’d like to comfort Karen, who appears to be in shock, he has to
move on. . .
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positive bias would likely conclude with Karen unhappy, nervous, or scared, and
still awaiting testing results.

Test results strongly supported this hypothesis (Table 4). Among users of
the Traditional Method, two (p2 and p9) tempered the emotions by simply
fixing the medical issue. One (p6) focused on the minor nuisances of Karen’s
interaction with the software and irritation at the doctor’s distraction. Only one
(p3) faced Karen’s more likely outcome: that she will leave the office anxious
with questions unanswered (Table 4, top). Among users of the CSTK, however,
all Scenarios (p1, p4, p5, p6) ended with Karen in a state of anxiety and waiting
for another appointment. Only one (p5) had a sub-theme of nervous hope, but
still retained Karen’s anxiety and uncertainty (Table 4, bottom).

4 Conclusion

Section 1.3 asked, “What could be gained by building scenarios situated in the
manner that life is lived?” To explore this idea, this research described the
Contextual-Scenario Toolkit (CSTK), a tool for crafting design scenarios with
profoundly-situated characters. As with Design Fiction, the goal of scenarios
generated with the CSTK is a narrative that is true to its own story world.
Unlike Design Fiction, the source of truth is not in the text, but in the process
of building the scenario.

The study illustrated benefits of such rigor. With the CSTK, builders pay
more consistent attention to subjective experience. Characters can retain their
sense of self, even when they are only peripheral to the objects at the heart of the
scenario. Biases can be fought, and scenario builders can surprise themselves.

There is much still to know. This research does not address feasibility of the
CSTK in design practice. User experience with the CSTK needs further research;
the study showed dramatically divergent experiences. Some participants felt like
the tool was rigid, “like an auditor” (p4), where others found it to be generative,
even improvisational: “I can actually imagine the whole thing unfolding in my
mind”. (p2)
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